GT 4.2.1 Migrating Guide for WS A &A CAS
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The following provides available information about migrating from previous versions of the Globus Toolkit.

1. Migrating CAS from GT4

This version is not compatible with the GT4 version of CAS because of protocol changes. To migrate to this version, this component needs to be installed completely independent of any current GT4 CAS installs.

2. Migrating CAS from GT3

This version is not compatible with the GT3 version of CAS because of protocol changes. To migrate to this version, this component needs to be installed completely independent of any current GT3 CAS installs.

3. Migrating CAS from GT2

This version is not compatible with the GT2 version of CAS because of protocol changes. To migrate to this version, this component needs to be installed completely independent of any current GT2.x CAS installs.